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ABSTRACT 

Chromosomal evolution has been used in many systematic and 

evolutionary investigations, including speciation mechanisms, 

rates of speciation, predicting effective long-term population 

sizes, fixation of chromosomal rearrangements, gene duplication, 

sex determination, and hybrid zones. However, little is known 

about the cause and effect relationship of chromosomal evolution. 

Ideas to explain this relationship include demographic models, 

negative heterosis, recombinational breakdown, and molecular 

effects. 

In a study of equids, considered to be chromosomally the most 

rapidly evolving group of mammals, the hypothesis that tandemly 

repeated DNA sequences may be responsible for chromosomal 

evolution was proposed. Predictions of this hypothesis for 

rapidly evolving genomes include: 1) an abundance of tandemly 

repeated sequences, 2) these sequences will have undergone 

intragenomic movement, and 3) these tandemly repeated 

sequences will represent multiple classes of elements. 

In this study, I test this hypothesis by examining repetitive 

sequences in a bat species (Macrotus waterhousii^ which has a 

conservatively evolving karyotype. If M.- waterhousii has fewer 

numbers and classes of tandemly repeated sequences and if these 

sequences are restricted to certain chromosomal fields, then the 

hypothesis remains viable. 
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A genome library was constructed for M.- waterhousii and 649 

clones, representing 0.1% of the genome, were screened using 

Artibeus jamaicensis as an outgroup. This phylogenetic screening 

process produced 11 hypervariable clones. These were separated 

into three classes: a) clones found in either the ingroup or the 

outgroup but not in both; b) clones which possessed different 

numbers of hybridizing bands in the ingroup versus the outgroup; 

and c) clones which possess differences in copy number of the 

ingroup versus the outgroup. These clones were sorted into two 

families based on cross-hybridization experiments. One family 

contained only one clone; whereas, the second family contained 

the remaining 10 clones. Hybridization of this single clone to 

genomic DNAs of A- jamaicensis and M.. waterhousii digested with 

four restriction enzymes showed it to be tandemly repeated in A-

jamaicensis. The remaining clones produced smears, indicative 

of interspersed distribution. 

In situ hybridization of these clones to chromosomes of R. 

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis revealed hybridization to four 

clones. Two clones, produced hybridization to centromeric 

regions on two pair of chromosomes and slight hybridization to 

some of the remaining chromosomes in A- jamaicensis but no 

visible hybridization to M.. waterhousii. Two additional clones 

showed faint hybridization to most chromosomes in M.-

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis indicating high copy number with 

an interspersed pattern of distribution. 
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Comparison of data from the chromosomally conserved bat 

species to equids which have rapidly evolving karyotypes 

(possessing 30 hypervariable clones, seven families, and 

intragenomic movement of sequences) suggests that the 

conservatively evolving bat species have fewer copies and types 

of hypervariable sequences than do equids. It is concluded that 

the hypothesis that a molecular basis, specifically rapidly 

evolving repetitive sequences, may play an important role in 

chromosomal evolution merits further testing. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Chromosomal evolution has been the focal point for many 

mammalian systematic and evolutionary investigations and much 

controversy over the past two decades. It has been used to study 

modes of speciation (White, 1968; 1978a; Bush et al., 1977; 

Bickham and Baker, 1979; Baker and Bickham, 1980: 1986; Hall, 

1983), estimate rates of speciation (Wilson et al., 1974; Bush et 

al., 1977), predict effective long term population sizes (Lande, 

1979; 1984; 1985), examine the fixation of chromosomal 

rearrangements (Chesser and Baker, 1986; Sites et al., 1988), 

explain gene duplication (White, 1978b), and determine sex of 

organisms (Ohno, 1967; Bull, 1983). Chromosomal change or 

aberrations also have been used as "markers" in documenting 

effects of carcinogens (Croce, 1987) and other responses to 

environmental mutagens (Otto and Oldiges, 1980; Hsu, 1982; 

McBee, 1985; McBee et al., 1987). Breaks in chromosomes 

(recombinational breakdown, Shaw, 1981) also have been 

observed in studies of hybrid zones between chromosomally 

distinct taxa (Shaw, 1981; Shaw et al., 1983; Shaw and Coates, 

1983; Adkins et al., in press). 

Probably the most debated topic surrounding chromosomal 

evolution has been in the relationship of chromosomal 

rearrangements and speciation events, and the development of 
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models to explain chromosomal speciation. White (1978a, p. 324) 

stated that more than 90% (and perhaps more than 98%) of 

speciation events are accompanied by changes in karyotypes and 

that these rearrangements have played a major role in initiating 

the divergence or speciation process. Although it is obvious that 

no one model of chromosomal evolution is applicable to explain 

all the empirical data sets that have been generated, several 

models have been proposed and are relevant at certain taxonomic 

groups or levels. These include stasipatry (White, 1968), chain 

process (White, 1978b), canalization (Bickham and Baker, 1979), 

recombinational breakdown (Shaw, 1981), primary chromosomal 

allopatry (King, 1981), invasive (White, 1982), cascade (Hall, 

1983), and monobrachial centric fusions (Baker and Bickham, 

1986). Sites and Moritz (1987) and Baker et al. (1987) reviewed 

these models in detail. 

Changes or rearrangements in chromosomes were used in all 

studies mentioned above as the basis for these particular models. 

However, little is known about the cause and effect relationship 

of chromosomal evolution. As Baker et al. (1987) pointed out, it 

is difficult to document the time of fixation or establishment of 

a new chromosomal rearrangement into the karyotype of a 

species, or even determine the fitness level (Baker et al., 1983) 

of the new rearrangement. Several investigators have attempted 

to explain the differences in rates of chromosomal evolution in 

terms of demographic and population dynamics. For example, 



Wright (1941) observed that in some chromosomal 

rearrangements, the heterozygote will be less fit than either of 

the original homozygotes; and with a large effective population 

size this new chromosomal rearrangement would have no chance 

of becoming fixed because of the lower fitness associated with it 

in the heterozygous state. However, Wright (1941) reasoned that 

in the case of a small effective population size the new 

rearrangement could become fixed by genetic drift. Wilson et al. 

(1975) predicted that for chromosomal mutations to be fixed they 

must occur in a small population of 10 or less breeding 

individuals that are reproductively isolated from other members 

of the species. Bush et al. (1977) advanced the hypothesis that 

only species composed of small demes or with populational 

substructuring undergo an accelerated rate of chromosomal 

evolution. Lande (1979, 1984, 1985) concluded that these 

assumptions were so reflective of natural events that it would be 

possible to calculate the long term population size by the 

magnitude of chromosomal evolution that had been established 

during respective evolutionary lineages. He produced 

mathematical models that use chromosomal evolution to predict 

long-term effective population size. The implications of these 

models are that chromosomal rearrangements could become fixed 

only in demes with small effective population sizes during 

population bottlenecks and that chromosomal evolution in other 

circumstances is insignificant. 



Alternatively, Chesser and Baker (1986) and Sites et al. 

(1988), using computer simulations to examine mechanisms that 

affect the fixation of chromosomal rearrangements, generated 

data supporting Bengtsson and Bodmer's (1976) suggestion that 

rearrangements caused by genetic drift occur only under special 

and biologically rare circumstances. Chesser and Baker (1986) 

and Sites et al. (1988) additionally found that in simulations of 

small demes (generally less than 10 individuals) extinction rates 

were extremely high and that these demes actually could have a 

lower probability of fixing a rearrangement than larger demes. 

Additionally, empirical data from studies of phyletic lineages 

(Baker and Bickham, 1980; White, 1987b; Baker et al., 1988) 

suggest that demographic features are of secondary importance 

during periods of rapid chromosomal evolution. It also appears 

that inbreeding at the levels necessary to fix chromosomal 

rearrangements does not occur in natural populations of mammals 

(Ralls et al., 1986). Another critical observation is that from a 

theoretical standpoint such small demes must undergo 

substantial dispersal in order to avoid inbreeding depression 

(Chesser and Ryman 1986). Lande (1979) and Baker et al. (1987) 

concluded that minimal dispersal by demes would prevent the 

probability of fixing chromosomal rearrangements. 

Baker et al. (1987) predicted that if deme size is the primary 

mechanism that regulates chromosomal rearrangements, then 

rearrangements that cause the most severe negative heterosis 



would become fixed less frequently than those that cause little 

or no negative heterosis. However, this is not observed in some 

cases. For example, tandem fusions, which are thought to cause 

severe negative heterosis, are the primary rearrangements in 

Sigmodon (Elder, 1980), Muntiacus (Shi et al., 1980), and 

Aethomvs (Baker et al., 1988). Baker et al. (1987) concluded that 

variations in the rates of chromosomal mutations and a reduction 

in the magnitude of negative heterosis associated with specific 

types of chromosomal rearrangement may be a more plausible 

explanation for patterns of fixation of chromosomal 

rearrangements, such as described for Athemys (Baker et al., 

1986). 

A third factor that may be important in generating variation 

in rates of chromosomal rearrangements comes from Shaw's 

(1981) recombinational breakdown. This process occurs when 

taxa that are different chromosomally hybridize and the resulting 

heterozygotes produce an increase in chromosomal mutations due 

to changes In the recombination system (Shaw, 1981; Shaw and 

Coates, 1983). It has been proposed that such intrachromosomal 

rearrangements may become fixed and lead to speciation events. 

The generality of this mechanism, which is dependent on 

hybridization events, is not well understood, but it is doubtful 

that such hybridization is sufficient to account for most 

chromosomal evolution observed in nature. 



A fourth possible explanation for variation in rates of 

chromosomal rearrangements is that effects at the molecular 

level that drive chromosomal evolution. Jackson (1971) and Hsu 

et al. (1978) hypothesized that chromosomal rearrangements that 

were successfully incorporated into populations involved breaks 

in heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes. These 

heterochromatic regions, or C-band positive regions, are areas of 

highly repetitive noncoding DNA sequences (Hsu and Arrighi, 

1971), and often are referred to as "selfish" DNA (Doolittle and 

Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980). Breaks in these regions 

may cause chromosomal rearrangements but have little or no 

impact on disrupting linkage groups in the euchromatic regions of 

the chromosomes. Transposable elements also have been 

projected as being a mechanism for chromosomal rearrangements 

(Kidwell et al., 1977; McClintock, 1978; Berg et al., 1980; Bush, 

1981; Engels and Preston, 1984; Jackson, 1985; Mackay, 1985; 

O'Hara, 1987). More recently, Wichman et al. (submitted) have 

proposed that tandemly repeated DNA sequences play a major role 

in examples of rapid chromosomal evolution, and they presented 

empirical data from equids to support this point of view. 

To understand the implication of the Wichman et al. 

(submitted) and other molecular mediated models, it is important 

to appreciate the organization of the eukaryotic genome. Most 

single-copy genes and their cistronic regions, as well as some 

genes found in high copy number, such as ribosomal genes, are 



highly conserved among taxa (Gerbi, 1985; Appels and Honeycutt, 

1986). However, one would predict stability and low mutation 

rates among genes critical for cell metabolism, protein 

synthesis, growth, reproduction, etc.. Repetitive sequences may 

comprise as much as 40-80% of the amphibian genome and 20-

40% of the primate genome (Britten and Davidson, 1971) and at 

least 15% on the average of most eukaryotic genomes (Jelinek and 

Schmid, 1982). These sequences evolve at a more rapid rate than 

single-copy genes and in some cases have been termed 

hypervariable sequences (Wichman et al., 1985; 1990; Lloyd et al., 

1987). Repetitive sequences appear not to be under selective 

constraints and may evolve at or near the neutral rate (Deininger 

and Daniels, 1986), or even faster than the neutral rate during 

periods of rapid intragenomic movement (Wichman et al., 1985; 

1990). Additionally, it is thought that repetitive DNAs are under 

some type of molecular drive mechanism so that repetitive 

sequences maintain a certain degree of sequence homology within 

species and can be grouped into families and yet evolve at a rate 

that produces species-specificity. Dieninger and Daniels (1986) 

have developed a model to explain species-specificity for similar 

repetitive DNA families. Their model suggests that similar 

families of repetitive elements are generated by amplification of 

progenitor repeats. Species-specific repeats are explained by 

amplifications from different progenitor repeats. 



Repetitive DNA sequences first were discovered by Britten 

and Kohne (1968) in a renaturation study and are organized in the 

genome in two ways, as satellite sequences and interspersed 

sequences. Satellite sequences (Kit, 1961) were so named 

because they typically form a distinct band separate from the 

main chromosomal DNA band in cesium chloride (CsCI) density 

gradients. Satellite DNA is generally characterized by a simple, 

short, tandemly repeated sequence and is mostly restricted to 

centromeric and telomeric regions of chromosomes. However, 

some satellite DNAs may have repeat units as large as several 

thousand base pairs (Brutlag, 1980; Singer, 1982). A species may 

possess distinct satellite sequences or multiple families, which 

may or may not be related (John and Miklos, 1979; Singer, 1982). 

The quantity of satellite DNA is extremely variable in eukaryotes; 

and in mammals it may account for only a small percent of the 

genome in humans to more than 50% in kangaroo rats of the genus 

Dipodomvs (Singer, 1982). 

Although the function of satellite DNA is largely unknown, it 

has been suggested that satellite DNA may direct chromosome 

pairing, function in connecting chromosome regions, or influence 

the rate of recombination in adjoining regions (Scott and Smith, 

1982). In addition, the location of most constitutive 

heterochromatin coincides with the location of satellite DNA 

along mammalian chromosomes (John, 1988). Hamilton et al. 

(1990) in a study of satellite DNAs in Reithrodontomvs. found 
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that the species with the primitive karyotype for the genus (E. 

fulvescensV satellite sequences were restricted to the 

centromeric regions, whereas in highly derived species (R. 

megalotis and H- montanus^ these sequences were found as 

centromeric, telomeric, short arm blocks, interstitial bands, and 

long arm blocks. 

The second class of repetitive DNA, interspersed DNA, 

consists of short interspersed repeated sequences (SINEs), long 

interspersed repeated sequences (LINEs), and retrovirus-like 

elements that are distributed throughout various regions of 

chromosomes. These interspersed and retrovirus-like elements 

appear to move throughout the genome and to be amplified by 

retrotransposition (Rogers, 1985; Deininger and Daniels, 1986; 

Deininger, 1989). Additionally, sequence conversion of repetitive 

sequences (tandem and interspersed sequences) can lead to a loss 

of sequence homology more rapidly than would occur in a static 

DNA sequence, due to a slow accumulation of mutations leading to 

differences in numbers of such elements, even between closely 

related species (Wichman et al., 1990). 

The origin of SINEs is thought to be from pseudogenes (Schmid 

and Shen, 1985) of the 7SL RNA gene (Ullu et al., 1982; Ullu and 

Tschudi, 1984) and transfer RNA genes (Daniels and Deininger, 

1985; Lawrence et al., 1985; Sakamoto and Okada, 1985; Rogers, 

1985). The primate Aiu family, which has been shown to have 

14% heterogeneity among members, is thought to be 



approximately 60 million years old (Deininger and Daniels, 1986). 

Most SINEs, such as the Aiu family, are approximately 300 bp long 

and may have as many as 500,000 copies (Rinehart et al., 1981). 

Although SINEs may be abundant in certain taxa, SINE families are 

more heterogeneous among taxa and are more species-specific 

than are LINEs (Deininger and Daniels, 1986). 

LINE sequences appear to have diverged from a RNA 

polymerase ll-transcribed, protein-coding gene of unknown 

identity (Singer and Skowronski, 1985). The most intensely 

studied LINE sequence is the LI element, which comprises as 

much as 5% of the mammalian genome (Fanning and Singer, 1987). 

Traditionally, the LI family has been considered the only true 

LINE family. However, Hutchinson et al. (1989) noted that certain 

mouse retrotransposons and the THE element may fit the 

definition of LINEs. LINE sequences are generally about 6-7 kb 

long but much variation exists as approximately 95% of these 

elements are truncated at the 5' end in Mus and human elements 

(Fanning, 1983; Voliva et al, 1983; Grimaldi et al., 1984; Fanning 

and Singer, 1987; Hutchinson et al., 1989). These truncation 

events produce variation in size ranging from near full-size 

elements to those as short as 60 bp (Fanning and Singer, 1987). 

LINEs appear to be more successful in increasing numbers of 

copies in mammalian genomes than are SINEs, as most mammalian 

species contain an abundance of LINE sequences (Singer and 

Skowronski, 1985). Although both SINEs and LINEs appear to be 
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integrated into genomes by retrotransposition using reverse 

transcriptase (Rogers, 1985; Weiner et al., 1986), SINEs do not 

encode the reverse transcriptase gene. Although the function(s) 

and/or effect(s) of LINEs are unknown, several hypotheses have 

been proposed; including DNA repair (Voliva et al., 1984), 

chromosome pairing (Manuelidas and Ward, 1984), recombination 

(Hutchinson et al., 1989), speciation (Engels, 1989; Finnegan, 

1989), and to mediate transposition of pseudogenes (Hutchinson 

et al., 1989) 

Hutchinson et al. (1989) have proposed standardizing SINE and 

LINE terminology in order to eliminate some of the ambiguities. 

In their system, elements with long terminal repeats (LTRs) and 

encoding reverse transcriptase are referred to as 

retrotransposons and include the retro-viruses. The second class, 

referred to as retroposons, are elements that do not have LTRs 

but are inserted by reverse transcriptase and include the SINEs 

and LINEs. The retroposons are subdivided into the active 

retroposons, which mediate their own transposition (LINEs), and 

passive retroposons (SINEs), which are transposed using other 

sources of reverse transcriptase. 

The retrovirus-like elements can be smaller than LINE 

elements but are similar in possessing open reading frames that 

code for reverse transcriptase. Retrovirus-like elements have 

been isolated in rodents (mys element, Wichman et al., 1985; 

1990, and lAP, Lueders and Mietz, 1986; Kuff and Lueders, 1988), 
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primates (THE, Paulson et al., 1985), Drosophila (copia and copia-

like elements, Finnegan et al., 1978; Finnegan, 1985), and yeast 

(Ty elements, Cameron et al., 1979; Boeke, 1989). These 

elements have a more restricted distribution than do LINEs, that 

is, most retrovirus-like elements do not show homology beyond 

closely related species. In addition, retrovirus-like elements 

differ from LINE sequences by having long-terminal repeats as 

flanking regions. 

Transposable elements have long been suspected as being 

involved in chromosomal rearrangements and perhaps in genetic 

isolation prior to speciation events (Bingham et al., 1982). 

McClintock (1978) in her review of genome reorganization in 

maize suggested that the breakage-fusion-bridge cycles may be 

controlled by transposable elements. Both P elements and I 

factors in Drosophila have been shown to produce chromosomal 

rearrangements (Kidwell et al., 1977; Engels, 1989; Finnegan, 

1989), in fact, Engels (1989) suggested that chromosomal 

rearrangements may be the hallmark of transposable element 

activity. In situ hybridization studies of the retrotransposon mys 

by Baker and Wichman (1990) showed that this transposable 

element hybridized to all chromosomes in the Peromyscus 

IftunoDus karyotype but hybridized preferentially to the X and Y 

chromosomes. They intrepreted these data to support the 

hypothesis that unequal exchange (Langley et al., 1989) may act 
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to contain transposable element copy number in order to reduce 

parasitism of the genome. 

The ability to move throughout the genome and to evolve at 

rates more rapidly than other more stable regions of the genome 

make repetitive elements a logical choice to study chromosomal 

evolution. In order to examine such rapidly evolving elements, 

one first must isolate and identify elements and then make 

comparisons among taxa to document the evolution of sequences. 

Wichman et al. (1985) developed a method called "phylogenetic 

screening" which enables the isolation and identification of 

rapidly evolving repetitive sequences. The procedure is based on 

testing the presence or absence of randomly selected clones from 

a genome library of a particular species (ingroup) compared to a 

related species (outgroup). If any repetitive element is present 

in the genome of one species, but is in low copy number (or 

divergent) in the other, then the element is likely to be one 

capable of rapid evolution, and may represent SINEs, LINEs, 

retrovirus-like sequences, or satellite DNA elements. By 

screening several hundred repetitive clones the numbers of 

repetitive elements present along a particular lineage can be 

ascertained (Wichman et al., 1985; 1990; Lloyd et al., 1987; 

Reeder, 1990). These elements then can be sorted into cross-

hybridizing families to document the number and different types 

of repetitive elements present in a genome. In situ hybridization 

of each family to chromosomes allows comparison of karyotypic 
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evolution to intragenomic movement of such sequences (Modi et 

al., 1988; Hamilton, 1989; Hamilton et al., 1990; Baker and 

Wichman, 1990; Wichman et al., submitted). 

Wichman et al. (submitted) proposed that rapid chromosomal 

evolution may be driven by the activity of repetitive DNA 

sequences. Data from ins l i u hybridization studies of tandemly 

repeated sequences in six species of Equus reveals intragenomic 

movement of these sequences among nonhomologous chromosomes 

and between chromosomal fields (Wichman et al., submitted). 

Hamilton et al. (1990), in studies of in situ hybridization of 

tandem repeats accounting for C-band material in 

Reithrodontomys fulvescens. which possesses the proposed 

primitive karyotype for the genus found that this tandem repeat 

was restricted to centromeric regions. However, in other species 

of Reithrodontomys that have undergone extensive chromosomal 

rearrangements, this repeat was in greater copy number and 

distributed not only in the centromeric regions but in other 

chromosomal regions as well. Similarly, Hamilton (1989) 

reported that a class of tandem repeats, which in situ hybridizes 

to C-band regions in Peromvscus. accumulated in greater copy 

number in the species with more derived karyotypes than those 

with fewer chromosomal rearrangements. Wichman et al. (1990), 

in a study of the retrotransposon mys. suggested that the mys 

element has undergone multiple bursts of activity during the 

evolution of Peromvscus. All of these studies (see Wichman et 
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al., in press, for a review) indicate that there is some association 

between intragenomic movement of repetitive sequences and 

radically reorganized karyotypes. 

Bush et al. (1977), in their studies of rates of chromosomal 

evolution, concluded that the most rapidly evolving lineage of 

mammals was the equids. Ryder and Benirschke (1978) 

documented that karyotypes of equids differed by fusions, 

inversions, and distribution of heterochromatin and G-band 

patterns. Wichman et al. (1990), using the phylogenetic screening 

method, isolated and cloned rapidly evolving repetitive sequences 

from the zebra (Equus zebra) using rhinoceros (Ceratotherium 

simum) as the outgroup. They found 43 rapidly evolving 

repetitive clones representing at least seven sequence families. 

In situ hybridization of four such elements to the karyotypes of £.. 

przewalski. £ . asinus. £ . hemionus. £. grevyii. £ . burchelli. and £ . 

zebra documented that the relative abundance and chromosomal 

position of each element varies widely among these species, and 

for each rapidly evolving repetitive sequence the genomic 

distribution is unique for each species (Wichman et al., 

submitted). 

Data generated by Wichman et al. (1990) document the need 

for further study on the relationship of rapidly evolving 

repetitive sequences to rapid karyotypic change. What is needed 

to critically examine this relationship involves two stages of 

study. The first stage involves a comparison of a taxon that 
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exhibits extreme conservation of karyotypic change with the 

rapidly evolving condition present in Equus zebra. The second 

stages involves a pair-wise comparison of closely related taxa 

where one species exhibits extreme conservation of karyotypic 

change and the other has recently undergone radical 

reorganization of its euchromatic karyotype, (karyotypic 

megaevolution. Baker and Bickham, 1980). 

The bat family Phyllostomidae, which contains 46 genera and 

140 species (Koopman, 1984), offers an ideal situation in which 

to test both stages described above concerning the relationship of 

rapid versus conservative evolution of DNA sequences and 

karyotypes. The Phyllostomidae contains species with highly 

conserved karyotypes as well as species that have undergone 

karyotypic megaevolution (Baker and Bickham, 1980) resulting in 

karyotypes that are radically reorganized compared to other 

species in the family. Karyotypically, the most conserved species 

is Macrotus waterhousii (diploid number = 46 and fundamental 

number = 60), which is thought to possess a karyotype identical 

to that proposed as primitive for the lineage that gave rise to the 

phyllostomid, mormoopid, and noctilionid radiation (Patton and 

Baker, 1978; Baker and Bickham, 1980). This indicates that the 

karyotype of M.- waterhousii has remained unchanged for at least 

30 million years and possibly as long as 60 million years. In fact, 

many of the chromosomes found in the karyotype of M.-

wf^terhousii appear to share G-band sequences with those of 
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megachiropterians (Qumsiyeh and Baker, 1985). For the above 

reasons, M. waterhousii was selected to examine the first stage 

involving a comparison of a conservative genome with the more 

rapidly evolving genome of equids. 

Artibeus iamaicensis. also a member of the Phyllostomidae, 

was chosen as an outgroup taxon as it last shared a common 

ancestor to M- waterhousii about 20 mya (R. J. Baker, pers. com.). 

A. jamaicensis has a diploid number of 30 and a fundamental 

number of 56, and differs from M.- waterhousii by 16 

rearrangements identified by G-bands (Baker et al., 1989). 

Using the phylogenetic screening procedure, I have tested a 

genome library (constructed from M.- waterhousii^ for presence or 

absence of, or changes in copy number of repetitive sequences in 

the genome of an ingroup (M- waterhousii) as opposed to an 

outgroup (Artibeus jamaicensis) for each clone from the hJ\_-

waterhousii library. By screening clones from this library it will 

be possible to estimate the number of classes of rapidly evolving 

sequences associated with M- waterhousii relative to A-

jamaicensi. Activity was documented by variation in (1) number 

of classes of rapidly evolving repetitive sequences that are 

randomly selected from the genome library and (2) intragenomic 

movement of such elements as identified by in situ hybridization. 

Comparison of these data with those generated by the same 

methods of Wichman et al. (1990: submitted) for equids was used 

to test the hypothesis that radically reorganized genomes (such 
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as in equids) are associated with a high activity of rapidly 

evolving repetitive sequences, and that conservative genomes 

(such as M. waterhousii^ are associated with a lower abundance of 

such elements. Although bats have smaller genomes than do other 

mammals (such as rodents, Burton and Bickham, 1989: Burton et 

al., 1989), and a direct comparison of bats to equids will not 

completely resolve the relationship of rapid karyotypic change to 

an accumulation of rapidly evolving repetitive DNA sequences, 

this study will provide baseline data necessary for comparison of 

(1) a conservative genome with that of a rapidly evolving genome 

and (2) a relatively small genome compared to the standard size 

of a mammalian genome. 

The second stage of testing the relationship of karyotypic 

change with rapidly evolving repetitive sequences involves 

examining a genome library of Rhinophylla pumilio using the 

criteria outlined above for M.. waterhousii. Although this stage is 

not included in this study, it is relevant because it addresses the 

logical order of studies needed to address the rate of rapidly 

evolving sequences in chromosomal evolution, fi. pumilio has a 

karyotype that shares few or no G-band identified chromosomes 

with the karyotype proposed as primitive for the Phyllostomidae. 

Chromosomal rearrangements found in B.. pumilio are unique and 

appear to be recent in origin; a sister taxon, BL- fischerae. has a 

karyotype with many chromosomal G-band patterns that are 

shared with the karyotype proposed as primitive for the family as 
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seen in M- waterhousii (Baker et al., 1987). This stage represents 

a continuation of study beyond my dissertation project and 

involves the pair-wise comparison of closely related taxa 

representing a species with a conserved karyotype (M-

waterhousii) with one that has undergone extensive karyotypic 

evolution (E- pumilio). This will provide data to examine the 

relationship of karyotypic change to rapidly evolving repetitive 

sequences within species that both have genomes of relatively 

small size. By screening clones representing 0.1% of the genome 

it is possible to estimate the number of classes of rapidly 

evolving sequences associated with both the Macrotus and 

Rhinophylla lineages relative to Artibeus. If time since a common 

ancestor is the primary factor regulating sequence divergence of 

the rapidly evolving repeats, then Macrotus should be more 

divergent from Artibeus than Artibeus is from Rhinophylla (Baker 

et al., 1989). However, if the number of classes and abundance of 

rapidly evolving sequences are associated with chromosomal 

evolution, then Macrotus will show fewer differences from 

Artibeus than Rhinophylla shows from Artibeus. 

Objectives. 

My dissertation has its foundation in the prediction of 

Wichman et al. (submitted) that rapidly evolving repetitive 

sequences are the primary forces in driving chromosomal 

evolution. They predicted that rapidly evolving genomes possess 

the following characteristics: (1) an abundance of tandemly 
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repeated sequences, (2) these sequences have undergone 

intragenomic movement, and (3) these tandemly repeated 

sequences represent multiple classes of elements. Conversely, 

conservative genomes will be characterized by: (1) low copy 

number of tandemly repeated sequences, (2) these sequences are 

restricted to certain chromosomal fields, and (3) there are few 

classes of tandemly repeated sequences. If the data from 

Macrotus are not different from those described by Wichman et al. 

(submitted) or if there is a greater copy number and intergenomic 

movements of repetitive DNA classes in Macrotus. then I will 

reject the hypothesis that abundance of copy number and types of 

repetitive sequences are a causative force in rapid chromosomal 

evolution. If, on the other hand the data from Macrotus reveal a 

smaller number of classes and copies of repetitive elements than 

is found in Equus. then I will accept that the hypothesis remains a 

viable explanation of stasis versus rapid chromosomal evolution. 

Specifically, the proposed study will provide empirical data 

on the following aspects of genome evolution: (1) What are the 

relative amount of rapidly evolving repetitive sequences present 

in a conserved versus rapidly evolving karyotype? (2) How are 

these rapidly evolving repetitive sequences organized on 

chromosomes? Are they tandem repeats or interspersed? Are 

they restricted to a single chromosome region such as the 

centromere or telemere, or are they found in an array of 

positions? This will be documented using in situ hybridization. 
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(3) Clones will be tested through Southern (1975) and in situ 

hybridizations using a presence or absence analysis to document 

if the taxonomic limits of rapidly evolving sequences are similar 

to that proposed from systematic studies (Baker et al., 1989) and 

as was found by Hamilton (1989) and Hamilton et al. (1990) in 

studies of Reithrodontomys and Peromvscus. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Specimens Examined 

Tissue samples were obtained for DNA preparations of 

Macrotus waterhousii and Artibeus iamaicensis from the Frozen 

Tissue Collection, The Museum, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, 

TX. Voucher specimens are housed in The Museum, Texas Tech 

University. Cell suspensions of chromosomes were obtained from 

the laboratory of Dr. Robert J. Baker, Department of Biological 

Sciences, Texas Tech University. Specific use and specimen 

identification number, sex and locality is listed below. 

Genome Library Macrotus waterhousii (TK32011, male), Cuba, 

Guantanoma Province, Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. 

Genomic Southerns Macrotus waterhousii (TK32178, male), 

Cuba, Guantanoma Province, Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. Artibeus 

jamaicensis (32042, male), Cuba, Guantanoma Province, 

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. 

In Situ Hybridizations Macrotus waterhousii (TK32010, male 

and TK 32031, male), Cuba, Guantanoma Province, Guantanamo Bay 

Naval Base. Artibeus jamaicensis (TK 32048, male, TK 32075, 

male, and TK 32082, male), Cuba, Guantanoma Province, 

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. Carollia subrufa (TK 34790, 

female). El Salvador, La Libertad, Deininger Park. Centurio senex 

(TK 34794, female). El Salvador, La Paz, 3.0 mi NW San Luis Talpa. 
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Chiroderma salvini (TK 34749, male). El Salvador, La Paz, 3.0 mi 

NW San Luis Talpa. Desmodus rotundus (TK 34753, female). El 

Salvador, La Paz, 3.0 mi NW San Luis Talpa. Glossophaga soricini 

(TK 34805, female), El Salvador, La Paz, 3.0 mi NW San Luis Talpa. 

Macrotus californicus (H- 134, male), Arizona, Pinal Co., 27.0 mi 

SW Casa Grande. Sturnira lilium (TK 34763, female). El Salvador, 

Santa Ana, Santa Ana. Uroderma bilobatum (TK 347601, male). El 

Salvador, Zacatecalum, Hacienda Escuintla. 

Library Construction 

High molecular weight DNA was isolated from A- jamaicensis 

and M.. waterhousii using heart, liver, kidney, and muscle tissue. 

A genomic library was constructed from R. waterhousii by 

generating partial digests of genomic DNA using the restriction 

enzyme Sau3 Al. The partial digests were generated under 

varying enzyme concentrations to ensure that a wide range of 

digestion conditions existed and to increase the probability of 

cloning sequences from portions of the genome with different 

base compositions. The partial digestions were pooled and 

electrophoresed on low melting point agarose gels. DNA 

fragments in the 4 to 6 kb range were extracted from the gel (Fig. 

1) and were heated to melt the agarose and free the DNA 

fragments. Fragments were ligated into the BamH I site of pUC 

18 vector (ampicillin resistant) and transformed by 

electroporation (Bio-Rad Laboratories) into the JM103 strain of £ . 

goii. The £ . coli cells were grown on ampicillin agar plates with 
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Figure 1. Construction of the genomic library of Macrotus 
waterhousii. Left) Partial digests of Macrotus waterhousii 
genomic DNA was electrophoresed on low-melting point agarose. 
Slices, approximately 1 cm thick, were cut and removed from the 
agarose gel and DNA was recovered. Right) Recovered DNA was 
electrophoresed a second time and approximate size classes were 
determined. Size classes are as follows (from left to right): 9.0-
7.0 kb, 7.0-4.0 kb, 4.0-1.5 kb, and 1.5-1.0 kb. 
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IPTG and X-gal to select for recombinant cells. Single 

recombinant colonies (clones) containing insert DNA were 

selected, grown in L-broth and frozen in glycerin (Current 

Protocols, Ausubel et al., 1987) at -70°C in order to maintain cell 

lines for minipreparation procedures (modified from Current 

Protocols, Ausubel et al., 1987) and further study. Caution was 

used not to amplify the partial genomic library in any way to 

insure uniqueness of clones. Operationally, each clone 

represented an unique DNA fragment and was treated as such by 

assigning each an identification number. For example, the first 

clone isolated was identified as Mw-1 (Mw refers to Macrotus 

waterhousi i^ 

Phylogenetic Screening 

Cultures were inoculated from the frozen bacterial cells, 

grown in L-broth with ampicillin, and plasmids with inserts were 

recovered by using minipreparations. These minipreparations 

yielded enough DNA for several restriction enzyme digestions. 

Digestions using BamH I, EcoR I, and tUnD III removed the DNA 

insert from the pUC 18 vector (E^aR I and hliaD III) and produced 

smaller fragments (Fig. 2). It was necessary to use digested DNA 

fragments rather than slot blot techniques in order to ascertain 

if portions of the element (bands) were hypervariable or if the 

entire element was hypervariable. This method also has an 

advantage over the slot blot techniques by being able to detect if 

a single clone contains more than one family of repetitive 
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Figure 2. Photograph of gel number Mw 64. Gel contains 13 
clones isolated from the Macrotus waterhou.^il library that were 
digested with BamH I, EQQ.f( I, and HinD III. Band appearing at 5 cm 
in all lanes is the linearized pUC 18 vector. 
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Figure 3. Photograph of the autoradiograms corresponding to the 
duplicate tilters, Mw 64B on the left and Mw 64A on the right, 
from the sandwich transfers of the gel (Mw 64) depicted in Figure 
2. Filter Mw 64B was hybridized with 32p.labeled Macrotus 
waterhousii genomic DNA, and Mw 64A was hybridized with 32p. 
labeled Artibeus jamaicensis genomic DNA. Hybridization of 
labeled genomic DNAs to clones indicates sequence similarity. 
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Figure 4. Hypervariable clones digested with BamH I, EcoR I, and 
HinD III were electrophoresed on an agarose gel. Hypervariable 
bands were cut out of the gel and purified. These hypervariable 
bands were then used as probes for cross-hybridization 
experiments. 
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70% homology. The cross-hybridization experiments were 

repeated until all clones were assigned to at least one class. 

Genomic Southerns 

Genomic DNAs of M- waterhousii and A jamaicensis were 

digested using BamH I, EcoR I, Hind III, and Xba I and were 

electrophoresed on agarose gels and transfered to nylon 

membranes using the techniques of Southern (1975). 

Hypervariable bands from clones scored as hypervariable were 

random primed and used as probes. These hypervariable bands 

were the same as used in the cross-hybridization experiments. 

Hybridization conditions were as described above. 

In situ Hybridization of Clones 

Hypervariable clones also were labeled by nick translation 

with a biotinylated nucleotide and were used for in situ 

hybridization to determine the chromosomal location of the DNA 

sequences. Flame dried metaphase chromosome preparations 

were made from cell suspensions of M. waterhousii and A 

jamaicensis. and were in situ hybridized to the biotinylated 

probes following the techniques of Moyzis et al. (1987; 1988) and 

Hamilton et al. (1990). JnsilU hybridized spreads of 

chromosomes were photographed to document chromosomal 

location of the repetitive sequences. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Determination of Hypervariable Clones 

A total of 649 clones was screened using the techniques of 

Wichman et al. (1985; 1990). Of these, 80 did not hybridize with 

sufficient intensity to be visualized on autoradiograms. These 

clones probably represent either single- or very low-copy 

sequences, which do not produce detectable hybridization to the 

radioactive probe. Using the calculations of Burton et al. (1989) 

that bats possess a genome size that is approximately 80% of a 

"typical" mammalian genome (Mus). then the 569 clones that 

showed hybridization represented approximately 1/1000 of the 

bat genome, with each clone possessing an average size of 4.3 kb. 

Of these 569 clones, 11 were classitied as hypervariable (Table 

1 ) . 

Hypervariable clones were characterized (Table 1, Figs. 5-

7) by comparing ethidi'um bromide-stained bands generated by the 

triple digests (BamH I, EcoR I, and HinD III) on agarose gels with 

the bands generated by Southern hybridization (Southern, 1975) of 

32p-|abeled genomic DNA (M.- waterhousii and/or A- jamaicensis). 

Bands were numbered sequentially beginning with the largest 

band. These bands also were scored based on their intensity and 

were given values of highly visible (H), faintly visible (F), and 

nonvisible (N). Nonvisible bands were in low copy number on 
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Figure 5. Photograph of the autoradiograms of tilters Mw 85B 
(left) and Mw 85A (right). Mw 85B was hybridized with 32p. 
labeled Macrotus waterhousii genomic DNA, and Mw 85A was 
hybridized with 32p.labeled Artibeus jamaicensis genomic DNA. 
Comparisons of the two autoradiograms identitied hypervariable 
clones Mw 73, Mw 102, and Mw 336. Remaining clones are either 
hypervariable or are in low copy number (non-repetitive). 
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Figure 6. Photograph of the autoradiograms of filters Mw 86B 
(left) and Mw 86A (right). Mw 85B was hybridized with 32p . 
labeled Macrotus waterhousii genomic DNA, and Mw 85A was 
hybridized with 32p_iabeled Artibeus jamaicensis genomic DNA. 
Comparisons of the two autoradiograms identified hypervariable 
clones Mw 481, Mw 529, Mw 611, and Mw 623. Remaining clones 
are either hypervariable or are in low copy number (non-
repet i t ive). 
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Figure 7. Photograph of the autoradiograms of filters Mw 87B 
(left) and Mw 87A (right). Mw 85B was hybridized with 3 2 p . 
labeled Macrotus waterhousii genomic DNA, and Mw 85A was 
hybridized with 32p.labeled Artibeus iamaicensis genomic DNA. 
Comparisons of the two autoradiograms identified hypervariable 
clones Mw 624, Mw 629, Mw 644, and Mw 646. Remaining clones 
are either hypervariable or are in low copy number (non-
repet i t ive). 
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ethidium bromide-stained gels and were visible only from the 

autoradiograms of 32p.|abeled genomic DNA hybridizations (Figs. 

5-7). For example, clone Mw-73 generates three bands when it is 

triple digested (Table 1). The tirst band Mw-73-1-H, is the 

largest DNA fragment generated and is highly visible when 

stained with ethidium bromide. The second band, Mw-73-2-F, is 

the second largest band and is faint in appearance. The third 

band, Mw-73-3-N is the smallest band and is not visible on the 

ethidium bromide-stained gel. It is only visible after Mw-73 was 

hybridized to A- jamaicensis genomic DNA. All 11 hypervariable 

clones were characterized in this manner and are represented in 

(Table 1). 

Sorting of Hypervariable Clones into Classes 

The 11 hypervariable clones were sorted into three classes 

(A, B, and C) based on their hypervariable band pattern(s) in M.-

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis genomic DNA (Table 2). Class A 

represents clones that are repetitive in one taxon but that are in 

such low copy number in the other taxon that they were not 

detected. Mw 644 and Mw 623 belong to this class with Mw 623 

being present in M- waterhousii but in low copy number or absent 

in A- jamaicensis. Mw 644 shows the opposite pattern as it is 

present in A- jamaicensis but is in low copy number in M.. 

waterhousii. Class B clones (Mw 73, Mw 481, Mw 529, and Mw 

611) possess band(s) that are present in one taxon but are absent 

in the other. Mw 73, Mw 481, and Mw 611 possess bands that are 
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Table 2. Hypervariable clones were sorted into three classes. 
Class A represents clones that are repetitive in one taxon but is 
nonrepetitive in the other. Class B represents clones that have 
bands that are present in one taxon but not in the other. Class C 
is composed of clones that have bands that have higher copy 
number in one taxon but has lower copies in the other. Letter 
following clone indicates the taxon in which a particular clone 
was hypervariable (A = Artibeus jamaicensis and M = Macrotus 
waterhousii). 

Class A Class B Class C 

644-1,2,3A 73-2,3A 102-1,2,3M 
623-1 M 529-2,3M 336-1 A 

611-1,3A 481-2A 
481-1A 624-1A 

629-1 M 
646-1,2,3A 
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present in A- jamaicensis but are absent in M.. waterhousii. Mw 

529 possessed a larger number of hybridizing bands in M.-

waterhousii than in A- iamaicensis. Class C contains clones (Mw 

102, Mw 336, Mw 481, Mw 624, Mw 629, and Mw 646) that are in 

high copy number in one taxon but possess few copies of the clone 

(but are still detectable) in the other taxon. Mw 336, Mw 481, Mw 

624, and Mw 646 all possess higher copy number in A-

jamaicensis than in M- waterhousii. Mw 102 and Mw 629 have 

higher copy numbers in M- waterhousii than in A- jamaicensis. 

Sortina bv Sequence Homology into Cross-hvbridizing Families 

The 11 hypervariable clones were tentatively sorted into two 

families (Table 3, Fig. 8) using Southern blot (Southern, 1975) 

cross-hybridization techniques. Bands from the following 11 

clones: Mw73-2, Mw 102-1,2,3, Mw 336-1, Mw 481-1, Mw 529-

2,3, Mw 611-1, Mw 623-1, Mw 624-1,2, Mw 629-1, Mw 644-

1,2,3,4, and Mw 646-1,2,3 were used to generate probes for 

cross-hybridization to the hypervariable clones. For Mw 102, Mw 

529, Mw 624, Mw 644, and Mw 646 multiple bands from the same 

clone were combined to generate the probe. Hypervariable bands 

that cross-hybridized (Table 1) were scored as faint (F), medium 

(M), or strong (S), based on their cross-hybridization to 

hypervariable bands in Southern blots of clones. Only medium or 

strong signals were used as indication of actual cross-

hybridization. Although every attempt was made to cleanly strip 
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Figure 8. Patterns of cross-hybridization among the 11 
hypervariable clones. Solid lines indicate cross-hybridization of 
hypervariable bands and dashed lines indicate non-hypervariable 
bands that cross-hybridized with portions of other clones. 
Arrows indicate direction of cross-hybridization. Note that Mw 
73-2 does not cross-hybridize with other hypervariable clones, 
whereas Mw 644-1,2,3,4 cross-hybridized with all clones except 
Mw 73-2 and Mw 529-2,3. 
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filters, faint signals were eliminated to avoid any trace of a 

signal that may have remained after stripping. 

Examination of these data was extremely complex. 

Initially, it appeared that two families were present but mapping 

and sequencing of these families will be necessary to be positive 

of the placement of members. The tirst family contains only Mw 

73. When used as a probe (Mw 73-2), this clone cross-hybridized 

only to itself (Fig. 9). It did cross-hybridize with Mw 102 (Band 1 

and 2) but did so with a faint signal and thus was not scored. The 

second family was comprised of the remaining 10 clones (Mw 

102, Mw 336, Mw 481, Mw 529, Mw 611, Mw 623, Mw 624, Mw 

629, Mw 644, and Mw 646. Although no one clone cross-

hybridized with all nine remaining clones, patterns did exist that 

provided support for their placement into a single family. For 

example, Mw 102-1,2,3 cross-hybridized to hypervariable bands 

in Mw 102, Mw 481, Mw 623, Mw 629, Mw 644, and Mw 646 (Fig. 

10). It did not cross-hybridize to hypervariable bands in Mw 336, 

Mw 529, Mw 611, or Mw 624. However, Mw 336 cross-hybridized 

to 644 which cross-hybridized to Mw 102; Mw 529 cross-

hybridized to Mw 623 and to Mw 646 both of which cross-

hybridized to Mw 102; Mw 611 cross-hybridized to Mw 481, Mw 

623, and Mw 644 all of which cross-hybridized to Mw 102; and 

Mw 624 cross-hybridized to Mw 644 which also cross-hybridized 

to Mw 102. In this manner, these 10 clones were placed into the 

second family. See Figure 8 for a summary of which clones 
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Figure 9. Cross-hybridization of Mw 73-2 to other hypervariable 
and non-hypervariable clones. Mw 73-2 hybridizes to itself and 
Mw 84 and to Mw 500, both of which are non-hypervariable 
clones. 
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Figure 10. Cross-hybridization of Mw 646-1,2,3,4 to other 
hypervariable and non-hypervariable clones. Mw 646-1,2,3,4 
hybridizes to itself and hypervariable clones Mw 623, Mw 624, 
and Mw 644. It also hybridizes to several non-hypervariable 
clones. 
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cross-hybridized. It should be noted that many clones which 

cross-hybridized do not do so in a reciprocal manner. For 

example, all clones in the second family with the exception of Mw 

529 and Mw 629 hybridized to Mw 644. However, Mw 644 only 

hybridized to Mw 481, Mw 623, and Mw 629. This lack or 

reciprocity was observed in many of the hypervariable clones. 

Genomic Southerns 

Southern blots of M- waterhousii and A- jamaicensis genomic 

DNA that had been digested with BamH I, EcoR I, Hind III, and Xba I 

were hybridized with each of the 11 hypervariable clones. The 

same hypervariable bands used in the cross-hybridization 

experiments were used as probes. One clone (Mw 102) produced 

long smears of strong hybridization to digests of both M.-

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis (Fig. 11). Five clones (Mw 336, 

Mw 529, Mw 611, Mw 623, and Mw 624) produced faint 

hybridization in A- jamaicensis and faint to nearly non-detectable 

in M. waterhousii. One clone (Mw 481) generated strong 

hybridization to A- jamaicensis and medium hybridization to M. 

waterhousii. Mw 646 hybridized mediumly to A- jamaicensis and 

faintly to M.. waterhousii. Mw 644 hybridized strongly to A-

jamaicensis and did not hybridize enough to M.- waterhousij to 

generate any signal (Fig. 11). Mw 629 generated medium smears 

in A- JT^maicensis but produced dark smears in M- waterhousii. 

One clone (Mw 73) hybridized in such a manner as to generate 

banding patterns in the genomic digest (Fig. 11). Mw 73 produced 
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Figure 11. Genomic digests of Macrotus waterhousii (M) and 
Artibeus jamaicensis (A) with BamH I, £ciaR I, HinD III, and Xiial. 
Mw 73-2 (left) hybridizes to A- jamaicensis genomic DNA 
producing banding patterns that appear to be tandem repeats. Mw 
102-1,2,3 (middle) and Mw 644-1,2,3,4 (right) produce smears 
which indicate interspersed patterns. 
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strong, ladder-like bands for all digests in A- jamaicensis. In M.. 

waterhousii this clone generated very faint smears of 

hybridization. 

In situ Hybridization of Clones 

In situ hybridization of M. waterhousii chromosomes with Mw 

102 (Fig. 12) and Mw 481 (Fig. 13) show a faint, measled pattern 

of hybridization on some M- waterhousii chromosomes. The 

remaining nine clones did not generate any detectable 

hybridization to M.- waterhousii. Patterns of hybridization were 

similar for in situ hybridization of A. jamaicensis chromosomes 

(Figs. 12-13) with two exceptions. Two clones (Mw 73 and Mw 

336) produced small centromeric bands on two and four 

chromosomes, respectively, and slight measled hybridization to 

other chromosomes (Figs. 14-15). Although the hypervariable 

region of Mw 529 (bands 2 and 3) did not show any visible 

hybridization, in situ hybridization of the entire insert from 

clone 529 generated measled hybridizations to all chromosomes 

(Fig. 16). In addition, large blocks of hybridization were present 

on about 16 chromosomes. Two large chromosomes possessed 

hybridization over essentially the entire chromosome. This probe 

did not appear to hybridize to the telomeric regions. 

In addition to the 11 hypervariable clones, 16 

nonhypervariable clones were in situ hybridized to both M-

waterhousii and A- iamaicensis chromosomes. Of these only four 

(Mw 1, Mw 142, Mw 500, and Mw 538) generated visable patterns 
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Figure 12. In situ hybridization of Mw 102-1,2,3 to Macrotus 
waterhousii (top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) 
chromosomes. Patterns of hybridization in both taxa are measled 
and are interpreted as having an interspersed distribution. 
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Figure 13. In situ hybridization of Mw 481-1 to Macrotus 
waterhousii (top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) 
chromosomes. Patterns of hybridization in both taxa are measled 
and are interpreted as having an interspersed distribution, 
however M.. waterhousii appears to have a larger number of copies 
of this element. 
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Figure 14. In situ hybridization of Mw 73-2 to Macrotus 
waterhousii (top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) 
chromosomes. This clone hybridizes to the centromeric regions 
of four chromosomes In A- jamaicensis as well as producing a 
slight measled pattern of hybridization on the remaining 
chromosomes. This clone does not appear to have any detectable 
hybridization in M.. waterhousii. 
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Figure 15. In situ hybridization of Mw 73-2 to Macrotus 
watgrhOUgJi (top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) 
chromosomes. This clone hybridizes to the centromeric regions 
of four chromosomes in A- jamaicensis. This clone does not 
appear to have any detectable hybridization In M- waterhousii. 
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Figure 16. In situ hybridization of Mw 529-2,3 to Macrotus 
waterhousii (top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) 
chromosomes. This clone does not appear to have any detectable 
hybridization to either taxon. 
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of hybridization. Mw 1 (Fig. 17) and Mw 142 generated 

hybridization over most chromosomal regions in both M.-

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis. Telomeric regions appeared to be 

free of hybridization. The remaining two clones (Mw 500 and Mw 

538) produce hybridization in measled patterns. 
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Figure 17. In situ hybridization of Mw 1 to Macrotus waterhousii 
(top) and Artibeus jamaicensis (bottom) chromosomes. This is a 
non-hypervariable clone that hybridizes extensively over all 
chromosomal regions of all chromosomes except for telomeric 
regions in both taxa. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Most clones contain repetitive sequences that have not 

diverged rapidly since the divergence of M.- waterhousii and A-

iamaicensis. During this 20 million year time frame, 98.07% 

<558 of 569) of the clones examined did not show any 

hypervariable characteristics that were detectable by the 

phylogenetic screening process. These data are comparable to the 

phylogenetic screening study of Lloyd et al. (1987), who found 

480 of 500 (96%) human repetitive clones to be nonhypervariable 

when compared to the outgroup Galago crassicaudatus. 

Additionally, a phylogenetic screening study involving Equus 

zebra and rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum) as an outgroup 

generated 43 hypervariable clones out of approximately 400 (H. A. 

Wichman, pers. comm.) This resulted in approximately 90% of the 

zebra clones remaining nonhypervariable after the divergence of 

the zebra and rhinoceros. In both instances, the phylogenetic 

screening study of M- waterhousii generated fewer hypervariable 

clones than did the primate or equid studies. 

The 11 hypervariable clones sorted from the M. waterhousii 

phylogenetic screening study can be separated into three classes. 

The tirst class (A, Table 2) is comprised of clones containing 

sequences that have diverged rapidly in either the ingroup (M.. 

waterhousii) or the outgroup (A- jamaicensis) but not in both. The 
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second class (B, Table 2) consists of clones that possess 

different numbers of hybridizing bands in the ingroup compared to 

the outgroup. The third class (C, Table 2) is comprised of clones 

that possess differences in copy number, that is, certain bands 

are more or less abundant in the ingroup compared to the 

outgroup. The third class, that contains the largest number of 

hypervariable clones (six), represents a liberal approach to 

scoring hypervariable clones. This class of elements was not 

recognized as hypervariable in the studies of Wichman et al. 

(1985; 1990) or Lloyd et al. (1987) who scored only presence or 

absence of clones or bands in a clone as being representative of 

hypervariable status. The use of this conservative approach may 

have generated an artificial class of hypervariable clones as well 

as produced an increased number of hypervariable clones. 

Nonetheless, differences in copy number of sequences were real 

as detected by intensity of hybridization, and copy number 

differences of an element may have played an important role in 

the invasion and subsequent divergence of repetitive sequences in 

an organism. 

The fact that only two clones (Table 2) were present in either 

the ingroup or outgroup taxon, but not both, suggest that these 

repetitive DNAs belong to families of sequences that have 

differentiated after the divergence of R. waterhousii and A-

jf^maicensis from a common ancestor. Clone Mw 623 (Fig. 6), 

which was found only in M- waterhousii (although it may be 
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present in A- jamaicensis at lower copy numbers than detectable 

by phylogenetic screening techniques), has evolved in either of 

two ways. First, it may have arisen in the M- waterhousii lineage 

after the divergence of M_. waterhousii and A- jamaicensis. If this 

scenario is true, then this element should be absent in lineage 

giving rise to A- jamaicensis. Secondly, this element may have 

been present in the common ancestor of M- waterhousii and A-

jamaicensis but may have been amplified in M.- waterhousii and 

contained in low copy numbers in A- jamaicensis following their 

divergence from the common ancestor. The second clone, Mw 644 

(Fig. 7), appeared to be present only In A- jamaicensis and absent 

In R. waterhousii. However, as this clone was isolated from M-

waterhousii. it must be present, although perhaps in extremely 

low copy number. These data suggest that this element has been 

greatly amplified in A- jamaicensis following the divergence from 

the common ancestor. As the remaining nine clones are present in 

both the ingroup and outgroup taxa, but differ in copy number or 

presence or absence of certain bands, it is reasonable to suggest 

that these sequences were present in the common ancestor of M.-

waterhousii and A- jamaicensis. and that differentiation of these 

elements came after the divergence from a common ancestor. 

Convergent evolution of these elements is an alternate 

hypothesis, but it is unlikely given the selective neutrality and 

rapidly evolving nature of repetitive sequnces. 
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Four of the hypervariable clones (Mw 102, Mw 529, Mw 623, 

and Mw 629) were identitied based on their abundance (presence, 

additional bands, or higher copy number) in M- waterhousii (Table 

1, Figs. 5-7). The remaining seven clones (Mw 73, Mw 336, Mw 

481, Mw 611, Mw 624, Mw 644, and Mw 646) were identitied by 

their abundance in A., jamaicensis. indicating divergence in the A-

jamaicensis lineage after the separation from a common ancestor 

with M.. waterhousii. As mentioned previously, the hypervariable 

clones identified in A- jamaicensis must be present in the genome 

of hL- waterhousii as this was the library from which they were 

isolated. This suggests that these six hypervariable clones are 

present in M- waterhousii in low copy numbers or in a 

conservative manner but have undergone rapid evolution in the A-

jamaicensis lineage. 

The 11 hypervariable clones identitied from the Macrotus 

library were sorted into two families based on extent of cross-

hybridization (Table 3). The first family is composed of a single 

clone (Mw 73). This clone hybridized only to itself using the 

criteria of eliminating the cross-hybridizing signals scored as 

faint. If faint (F, Table 1) values were used to indicate cross-

hybridization, then some bands of clones 102 and 646 would 

cross-hybridize to Mw 73. This would indicate that some small 

portion of the sequence of Mw 73 was found in these two 

elements. However, I chose to score only the medium (M) and 

strong (S) values as indicative of cross-hybridization. This 
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eliminates criticisms of scoring bands that are remnants of 

previous hybridizations (i.e., poorly stripped filters) and the 

possibility of scoring hybridizations of low sequence homology 

(i.e., false positives) that actually represent divergent elements. 

The second family of elements is composed of the remaining 

10 clones. These elements reveal a complex association (Fig. 8, 

Table 3) of cross-hybridizing sequences. Although not all of 

these 10 clones cross-hybridized directiy, they appeared to be 

indirectiy related. For example, all elements hybridized directly 

with Mw 644 with the exception of Mw 529 and Mw 629 (Table 3). 

However, Mw 529 cross-hybridized to Mw 646, which directly 

cross-hybridized with Mw 644, and Mw 629 hybridized to Mw 623 

and Mw 102, both of which hybridized to Mw 644 (Table 3). In 

this manner, all clones are thought to be related and probably 

represent subunits of a larger repetitive element. It should be 

noted that most clones that cross-hybridized do so in a non-

reciprocal fashion. For example Mw 611 hybridizes to Mw 644 but 

Mw 644 used as a probe does not hybridize to Mw 611. This lack 

of reciprocity is puzzling and difficult to explain. At this time, 

no satisfactory explanation exists that can completely explain 

this lack of non-reciprocity between cross-hybridizing clones. 

All cross-hybridizing experiments were repeated and identical 

results were obtained. This would seem to rule out any 

artifactual effects of the technique. The only statement I can 
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make concerning these data is to suggest that a complex 

relationship exists among these 10 hypervariable clones. 

Hybridization of hypervariable clones to southern blots of M-

waterhousii and A- iamaicensis genomic DNA digested with BamH 

I, tOQfl I, Hind III, and Xba I generated several patterns of 

hybridization. Mw 73 (Fig. 11) produced various bands indicating 

some type of tandem repeating sequence. Mw 73 generated bands 

for all four restriction enzyme digestions of the genomic DNA of 

A- jamaicensis. whereas, faint smears were detected in the 

digests of M- waterhousii DNA (Fig. 11). It appears that this 

sequence may be present as tandem repeats in A jamaicensis. 

This observation Is corroborated by the phylogenetic screening 

process, where A- jamaicensis has two bands not present in M-

waterhousii. and by the in situ hybridization study where no 

hybridization was detected in chromosomes of M.. waterhousii. but 

hybridization was observed in the centromeric region on at least 

two pairs of chromosomes in A. jamaicensis (Fig. 14). 

The remaining hypervariable clones produced a smeared 

pattern of hybridization ranging from strong to barely detectable 

hybridization (Fig. 11). This pattern indicates an interspersed 

arrangement of these sequences throughout the genome. The 

intensity of hybridization of these clones varied, suggesting copy 

number differences between the genomes of M- waterhousii and A-

jamaicensis. 
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In situ hybridization of DNA sequences to chromosomes has 

been used in many evolutionary studies of repetitive DNA 

sequences (Modi et al., 1988; Baker and Wichman, 1990; Hamilton 

et al., 1990; Scherthan et al. 1990; Bradley et al., 1991; Wichman 

et al., submitted). Wichman et al. (submitted) used in situ 

hybridization techniques to locate the chromosomal position of 

the hypervariable clones isolated from the phylogenetic screening 

study of equids (Wichman et al., 1990). They used four 

hypervariable clones, representing four classes of elements, as 

probes and hybridized these to chromosomes of six species of 

Equus. Patterns of hybridization were found in discrete units 

characteristic of tandemly repeated sequences. Hybridization 

was detected among most of the six species for the four probes 

although most patterns of hybridization were probe and taxon 

specific. 

In situ hybridization of the 11 hypervariable clones isolated 

from R. waterhousii produced littie hybridization as only four 

clones generated detectable hybridization (Figs. 12-15). Mw 73 

generated faint hybridization to centromeric regions of two large 

chromosomes in A- jamaicensis and slight hybridization to other 

chromosomes (Fig. 14). Clone 336 (Fig. 15) hybridized to the 

centromeric regions of A- jamaicensis and slight hybridization to 

some of the remaining chromosomes indicating an interspersed 

distribution. Neither Mw 73 nor Mw 336 hybridized in sufficient 

amounts to be visiable on the chromosomes of M. waterhousii 
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indicating a low copy number and probably interspersed 

distribution. The hybridization pattern of these two clones to the 

centromere of chromosomes of A- iamaicensis suggests they may 

be tandemly repeated sequences in that species. All analyses 

indicated that both clones appear to have more copies of their 

respective sequences in A- jamaicensis than in M.. waterhousii. 

This is evident from not only the in situ hybridization patterns 

but also from the phylogenetic screening process. Mw 73 

generated two additional bands in the triple digest and 

hybridization to A- jamaicensis (only 1 band in M.- waterhousii). 

and Mw 336 produced strong hybridization to A jamaicensis and 

only faint hybridization to M. waterhousii DNA (Fig. 15). Both 

data sets (in situ and phylogenetic screening) suggests 

amplification of these two sequences after the divergence of A-

jamaicensis of M- waterhousii from a common ancestor. If these 

sequences are tandemly repeated, then the mechanism(s) 

responsible must have occurred in the A- jamaicensis lineage. 

Two hypervariable clones (Mw 102 and Mw 481) showed faint 

hybridization to most chromosomes in U\_. waterhousii and in A. 

jamaicensis (Figs. 12 and 13). The pattern of hybridization 

suggests that these two taxa have relatively high copy numbers 

of these two sequences but that the sequences are interspersed 

throughout the genomes. The remaining seven clones (Mw 528, 

Mw 611, Mw 623, Mw 624, Mw 629, Mw 644, and Mw 646) 

produced no detectable hybridization although sequences are 
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known to be present based on the Southern blot experiments. This 

lack of detectable hybridization is indicative of an interspersed 

pattern of distribution in the genomes of i£. waterhousii and A-

iamaicensis. 

Patterns and amounts of hybridization in the in situ studies of 

hypervariable clones from the M.- waterhousii library differed 

substantially from those generated in the rodent (Hamilton et al., 

1989) and equid (Wichman et al., submitted) studies. 

Hypervariable clones isolated from the rodent (Peromyscus 

leucopus) and equid (£auus if i t l ia) generally produced 

hybridization in bands near the telomere or centromere regions or 

in large blocks corresponding to heterochromatic regions, but the 

B3 clone and mys element produced interspersed patterns of 

distibution. Both studies indicated that sequences were tandemly 

repeated, were in high copy number, and were actively transposed 

throughout the genome. Neither M,. waterhousii nor A- jamaicensis 

showed the patterns of large copy number in the rodents and 

equids. Although A- jamaicensis showed centromeric banding for 

two sequences, hybridization was restricted to a few 

chromosomes and appeared to involve smaller regions of 

hybridization, suggesting fewer copies. The fact that several 

non-hypervariable clones (or nonhypervariable regions of clones) 

hybridized intensely to both iJi. waterhousii and A- jamaicensis 

indicate that they are not free of repetitive sequences. For 

example, the nonhypervariable region of Mw 529 (Fig. 18) 
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Figure 18. In situ hybridization of the clone Mw 529. This probe 
includes bands that were non-hypervariable as well as the two 
hypervariable bands (Mw 529-2,3). This clone produced extensive 
blocks of hybridization to several chromosomes as well as a 
measled distribution over remaining chromosomes. Taxa are as 
follows: Macrotus waterhousii (top left). Artibeus jamaicensis 
(top right), Centurio senex (bottom left), and Desmodus rotundus 
(bottom right). 
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hybridized intensely to not only M.- waterhousii and A- jamaicens'S 

but to other genera of Phyllostomid bats (Carollia. Centurio, 

Chiroderma, Desmodus. Glossophaaa. Sturnira. and Uroderma)• 

This suggests not only a wide taxonomic distribution of this 

particular element but that is appeared before the divergence of 

all major lineages of the Phyllostomidae (Baker et al., 1989) from 

a common ancestor. It also appears that these elements have not 

undergone rapid evolutionary changes (nonhypervariable) for at 

least 20 million years during the divergence of M.- waterhousii and 

A. jamaicensis. 
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waterhniigji produced 11 hypervariable clones compared to its 

outgroup comparison, whereas, equids generated 43 clones that 

were identitied as hypervariable (Wichman et al., 1990; 

submitted). Similarily, the phylogentic screening study of 

primates (Lloyd et al. 1987) generated 20 hypervariable clones in 

a sampling of 0.17% of the human genome. Wichman et al (1985, 

1990) found at least 12 clones that were hypervariable in the 

rodent genome based on sampling 0.1% of the Peromvscus 

leucopus genome. 

Secondly, the number of families of elements was reduced in 

the bat genome. Only two families were identitied in the M.. 

waterhousii library compared to seven in the equids, and three in 

both primates and rodents. Although the two families of 

elements from the M- waterhousii have yet to be identified, each 

family contains one member that is tandemly repeated although 

the second family may contain nine additional members that are 

interspersed. Based on the relatively low copy number of 

elements and their interspersed patterns in the genome, they are 

best discribed as being representitive of LINE elements with 

most members representing 5' truncated elements. Conversely, 

the families of elements in primates, rodents, and equids 

contained several divergent types of repetitive sequences. The 

primate genome (Lloyd et al., 1987) consisted of three families of 

elements, including: 5' regions of LINEs, alphoid satellite-like 

sequences , and the THE sequences which are retrotransposon-like 
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elements. The phylogenetic study of the rodent genome (Wichman 

et al., 1985; 1990) has produced at least two major families of 

repetitive sequences including the mys element which is a 

retrovirsus-like element, a family of heterochromatic repeats 

(Hamilton, 1990; Reeder, 1990), and B3 a family of interspersed 

repeats (Hamilton, 1989). Wichman et al. (1990; submitted) have 

identitied seven families of elements, of which to date, four have 

been characterized as tandemly repeated sequences. None of the 

characterized equid hypervariable clones appear to be interspered 

as are approximately half of the bat clones. Additionally, the 

hypervariable clones from the rodent and equid studies were 

found in high copy near the centromere and in heterochromatic 

regions of chromosomes in in situ hybridization studies 

(Hamilton, 1989; Wichman et al., submitted). 

The taxonomic distribution of the hypervariable clones 

isolated from R. waterhousii is difticult to ascertain. Most 

hypervariable elements are in such low copy number, possess high 

levels of sequence divergence, or are so interspersed that they do 

not in situ hybridize at detectable levels within M. waterhousii. 

much less to more distantly related taxa. Some elements that 

were nonhypervariable did hybridize to several phyllostomid bat 

species, such as the element Mw 529. This clone did not 

hybridize to human or £ . leucopus chromosomes indicating that it 

may be restricted to the family Phyllostomidae or perhaps bats in 

general. However, the hypervariable regions of these clones are 
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so interspersed or do not have enough copies to be useful in 

taxonomic studies. 

The data herein are consistent with the hypothesis of 

Wichman et al. (submitted) that chromosomal evolution may be 

driven by the activity of rapidly evolving repetitive DNA 

sequences such as tandem repeats. Macrotus waterhousii. which 

has a conservatively evolving genome (Patten and Baker, 1978; 

Baker, 1979; Baker and Bickham, 1980), has few numbers and 

kinds of rapidly evolving repetitive DNA sequences compared to 

the rapidly evolving genome of Equus zebra (Bush et al., 1977; 

Wichman-et al., 1990; submitted). It is possible that bats, which 

possess approximately 80% of the DNA found in typical 

mammalian species (Burton et al., 1989), possess some 

mechanism to "streamline" the genome and eliminate repetitive 

DNAs. However, C-band studies of bats have revealed several 

species with large amounts of heterochromatic regions. 

Additionally, the fact that most repetitive elements found in 

these studies were amplified and found in greater copy number in 

A. jamaicensis. which has a more rapidly evolving genome than M.-

waterhousii. makes this scenario seem less plausible. 

Phylogenetic screening studies of species of bats with radically 

reorganized genomes such as Rhinophylla pumillio should provide 

data to confirm whether bats in general have reduced amounts of 

repetitive DNAs or if the conservative genome of hi- waterhousii 

is consistant with the predictions of Wichman et al. (submitted). 
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